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Task 4

 • Read this text about Harald Bluetooth. In most lines there is one word 
that should not be there. It is either grammatically incorrect or does not 
fi t with the sense of the text.

 • Read the text and then copy the extra word in the space provided after 
each line.

 • Some lines are correct. Indicate these lines with a tick ().
 • You task begins with two examples.

Bluetooth: why modern tech
is named after king of Denmark and Norway

0) Harald “Blåtand” (‘Bluetooth’) was a King of Denmark and 0) 

0) Norway, who had lived in the 10th century AD. He was 0) had

responsible for the unifi cation of Denmark. Following this
27) feat, Harald set his sights beyond all the borders of his own 27)

28) kingdom, and conquered to Norway. Whilst the majority of 28)

29) his subjects were rather followers of paganism, Harald was 29)

30) favourably inclined towards Christianity. He did so what he 30)
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could to promote this foreign faith within his kingdom.

Today, Bluetooth is a household name thanks to the wireless

technology standard named after him.

According to some scholars, Harald was nicknamed

‘Bluetooth’ as he had a dead tooth that looked
31)  like blue, or dark. The name was chosen due to Swedish 31)

telecommunication company Ericsson’s Viking heritage.

The founders felt that Harald Bluetooth’s ability
32) to unite people well in peaceful negotiations would 32)

be appropriate for a telecommunications technology.
33) Jim Kardach, one of the founders of Bluetooth SIG, explains to 33)

34) the story: “How Harald had united Denmark and 34)

Christianized the Danes! It occurred to me that this would

make a good codename for the program. At this time I
35) had also created a PowerPoint foil with a version of 35)

the Runic stone where Harald held a cellphone in one hand

and a notebook in the other and with the runes translated

like this: “Harald united Denmark and Norway” and “Harald

thinks that mobile PC’s and cellular phones should

seamlessly communicate”.
Author: Wu Mingren, website: Ancient Origins (www.ancient-origins.net)
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Task 2 

On an internet forum you read the following text:

I’m thinking about dropping out of school when I turn 16. I fi nd school pointless, 
boring and an overall waste of my time. I feel deeply unmotivated to bother going 
to school or doing homework since it in no way benefi ts me. School makes me 
depressed and I’d honestly rather do nearly anything else in the world then 
school. Any time I mention dropping out of school I get the typical arguments 
such as “you’ll never get a job!”, “but what about college?”, “you’ll regret it later 
in life!” and “it’s just two more years, deal with it!” All of these arguments only 
further motivate me to drop out. Saying the same argument to me a million times 
isn’t going to make me change my mind. I already know what career I want and it 
doesn’t require a high school diploma or a college degree so that makes school 
even more pointless for me. What also irks me about school is that I spend hours 
upon hours in school learning useless knowledge when I could be doing a million 
other things which would be more benefi cial to me. I really 
don’t think anyone can convince me to stay but if I could 
hear a different argument than calling me dumb and 
stupid for not wanting to be a part of pointless school 
then I might reconsider.
So any advice on my situation? 
Al 

Write an answer of 200-250 words to Al and include the following points:
• how you felt at his age,
• what positive things there are about going to school,
• include examples of your school,
• what you would do instead of quitting school.

Begin your answer like this:

Hi Al, 
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HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE

Task 1

 • In this section, you are going to hear about school campaigns against 
plastic use. 

 • Your task will be to decide whether the following statements are true, 
false or we do not know because the text does not say, and write the 
appropriate letter in the boxes on the right. Write A if the statement is 
true, write B if the statement is false, and write C if the text does not 
say.

 • First, you will have some time to look at the task, and 
then we will play the whole recording in one piece.

 • Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we 
will play the text in shorter sections to give you enough 
time to write down your answers. 

A = TRUE B = FALSE C = THE TEXT DOES NOT SAY

  Thanks to the popularity of Blue Planet, schools want to cut down on 
plastic use.

A

1.  David Attenborough, the presenter of Blue Planet spoke at some 
schools. 

2.  According to the series, animals might even get trapped in plastic.

3.  Glitter is dangerous, because it can get into the respiratory system of 
fi sh.

4.  Due to a government ban, you won’t be able to use glitter as eye 
make-up in 2018.

5.  Pupils in Hampshire made Christmas tree decorations by reusing 
plastic that they had found on school grounds.

6.  Headmaster Wildman claims that schoolchildren are more aware of 
environmental issues than adults.

7.  In their letter, the schoolchildren asked Walkers UK to use recycled 
materials.

8.  You can’t have yoghurt at all for lunch in Wildman’s school.

 25.
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9.  Children sometimes tell off their parents in connection with plastic 
use.

10.  Wildman established a free eco-club in the Hampshire school.

10 pont

Task 2

In this section, you are going to hear about The Chronicles of 
Narnia. 
Read the sentences and for each number choose the option that 
best summarises the part of text you hear.

 The series A) drew inspiration from world mythology.
  B) consists of eight books. 
  C) feature talking animals.

C

11. “Narnia” A) refers to the world.
  B) refers to a medieval European-style kingdom.
  C) refers to the world as well as the kingdom.
12. The order A) is chronological.
  B) was partly the result of demands from the readers.
  C) was carefully planned by Lewis.
13. The story A) has a defi nite ending.
  B) is hard to follow because of the chronology.
  C) could have been continued.
14. Lewis A) mainly wrote for adults.
  B) intended Narnia to be an apologetic work.
  C) combines creative fi ction and theology in his works. 
15. Myths A) of Shakespeare’s comedies inspired Narnia.
  B) and Lewis’ imagination both inspired the series.
   C) and fairy tales of different ages and cultures were the 

only sources of inspiration for Narnia.
16. Christianity A) is not clearly present in the series.
  B) is depicted as an adventure in the books – Lewis says.
   C) gave the framework for the series from the beginning 

– Lewis says.
17. Tolkien A) and Lewis were competing all the time.
   B) wrote the Space Trilogy as a reply to the Narnia series.
   C) had a clear infl uence on Narnia with The Lord of the Rings.
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